30 a bloom such'as we rarely see in waking life. Often when
meditating on this quality of his I thought of his frequent
allusions to the incomparable honey which is stored by the
bees on the slopes of his beloved Hymettos. Over and over
he would try to explain the reasons why this honey from
Mount Hymettos was unique. Nobody can explain it sat-
isfactorily. Nobody can explain anything which is'unique.
One can describe, worship and adore. And that is all I can
do with Katsimbalis' talk.
It was later, after I had returned to Corfu and had had a
good taste of solitude, that I appreciated the Katsimbalis-
tic monologue even more. Lying nude in the sun on a
ledge of rock by the sea I would often close my eyes and
try to re-weave the pattern of his talks.' It was then that I
made the discovery that his talk created reverberations,
that the echo took a long time to reach one's ears. I began
to compare it with French talk in which I had been en-
veloped for so long. The latter seemed more like the play
of light on an alabaster vase, something reflective, nimble,
dancing, liquid, evanescent, whereas the other, the Kat-
simbalistic language, was opaque, cloudy, pregnant with
resonances which could only be understood long after-
wards, when the reverberations announced the collision
with thoughts, people, objects located in distant parts of
the earth. The Frenchman puts walls about his talk, as he
does about his garden: he puts limits about everything in
order to feel at home. At bottom he lacks confidence in his
fellow-man 5 he is skeptical because he doesn't believe in
the innate goodness of human beings. He has become a
realist because it is safe and practical. The Greek, on the
other hand, is an adventurer: he is reckless and adaptable,
he makes friends easily. The walls which you see in
Greece, when they are not of Turkish or Venetian origin,

